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The proof of Theorem 1.1 of [l] shows that he linearized Poincare mapping 
dP(0) along the periodic orbit (n, R) cannot be elliptic or &id. However, to 
complete the proof one must further xclude the possibility that D(O) is parabolic 
with Jordan form (*i *r ‘). This is the purpose of this addendum, and we follow 
the notation a d diagrams of [l]. 
The proof will be by contradiction, and is outlined asfollows. Let y+ denote 
that portion of the arc y in Fig. 3 that lies interim to the first quadrant. The 
proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that all iterates Pn(y+), n = -&I, &2,..., lie in the 
first and fourth quadrants, and that D(O) rotates the tangent vector y’(O) in a 
clockwise direction through an angle strictly between 0 and X. However, if 
0(O) has Jordan form (*i *i), then the iterates D”(O) must fix some line L, 
and must move all other vectors asymptotically toward this line as n - &co. 
In particular, s D(O) rotates y’(O), this vector cannot lie along L, and since 
all iterates D”(O) y’(O) point into the first and fourth quadrants, L must lie 
along the vertical -axis of Fig. 3. We will reach our contradiction by showing 
that dP-“(0) y’(O) is not asymptotic toL as n - 00. 
Our demonstration first proceeds in a new (S, a)-coordinate system, and the 
results are then related back to the original (s, a)-coordinates of [I]. With 
reference toFig. 2, let vvary in some small interval bout the h of Theorem 1 .l, 
and measure arclength S positively from 17 along the level curve W = v in the 
direction JW, . Since 17 is transversal to the level curves W = V, and since W
was assumed to be a C3 function, the arclength S = S(X) needed to get from II 
to x along W = v = W(x) in Fig. 2 is a C2 function fx. 
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Let A(S, V) be a parametrization of lV = v wrt arclength S measured as 
before from II. Then (aA/&!?) = JWa*, where the star denotes the vector W, 
normalized to unit length. For v fixed we have S 1 S(A(S, Y)), implying 
1 = (dS/dS) == (S, , (BAIBS)), and hence 
S, = JW,” + SW,* 
for some scalar-valued function S = 6(x). 
Let q denote the intersection of n and W = h in Fig. 2. Further, for 7 near 0 
let X(Y, 7) be the solution, reparametrized by V, with energy h, of 5 = -W, 
initiating from the point q at angle 17 = a(A) - COS-l(W=*(h), Jr*(O)), where 
y = ff (see [l, Sect. l] for the definitions f a(A) and W,*(h)). Notice we then 
have x(h, 7) = q for all 7. For (v, 7) close to (A, 0), both x(u, 7) and the composi- 
tion (So x)(v, 7) are well-defined and CL functions of(v, q). Moreover, since 
orbits X(V, 7) cross the level curves W = v transversally for 7 near 0, the angle 
OI(V, 7)== U(V) - cossl(Wz*(v), J(&c/ih)* (v,7)) is a C2 function of (v, q) 
(that a(~) and W,*(v) are CL in Y follows from their definitions). Notice also 
that ol(h, v)= 7. 
Using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [l] it is easy to show at energy h that for each 
fiscd v near X there is a P-invertible orientation-preserving transformation 
(s, a) == M,(S, a) satisfying (0, CX) = A&(0, a). We denote the respective 
coordinates based at v by (s, ol)” and (S, cl)” . Th ese form coordinate charts for a 
portion of the cylinder C, in phase space at energy h that projects othe level 
curve W -A v (see [l, Sect. 11). 
For each v near h define an arc F”(T) = (S(x(v, y)), 01(v, 7))” .Now S(x(h, q)) = 
S(q) = 0, and since S = 0 if and only if s = 0, we see that fin(~) corresponds 
to the vertical or-axis ofFig. 3 in both the (S, a)A and (s, N)~ coordinate systems. 
Moreover, points on p,, with 7 # 0 lie on orbits whose x-plane projection i
Fig. 2 crosses II. 
We claim that the tangent vector TV = (a/a,) FV(~)l,=O rotates counterclock- 
wise from the vector (0, 1)” in the (S, a), coordinate system as v increases from A. 
Indeed, since T,, = (0, l)A th’ IS will follow if we can show that [(a/av)(a/$) 
S(X(V, q))]o,O) < 0. Since S is c” in (v, T), we can actually compute this mixed 
partial inreverse order. Fromy = 2 = (ax/at) and (&/at) = (a/at) W(x(t)) = 
(W, , k), we have (&j&) = (&~/&)(at/&) = y/(Wz , y). When evaluated at 
(A, v), the second term of the expression 
(a/au) S(x(v, 7))) = (S, ) (axpv)) = <g*;‘>’ + <<“2*$) 
Z? Z> 
is seen to be independent ofr]. But at (A, 7) we have 
<JWz.*>y) 
<wz 7 Y> 
= - I W,(q)l-l cot(a@) - rl), 
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and therefore 
which at 77 = 0 is negative (recall that a(A) -+ (r/2) as h f h). 
Define TV(~) = (&IV 0pU)(y), a curve in the (s, a)y coordinate system, and set 
T, = (S/37) r,(~)~,=a . From the properties ofAI” and the rotation fpU we 
see that T,, = (0, IX and that TV rotates counterclockwise from (0, l), in the 
(s, ol)” coordinate system as v increases from A. But now assume that as n ---f co, 
UP”(O) y’(O) is asymptotic to L, which we recall lies along the a-axis in the 
(s, a),, coordinate system in Figure 3. Then for sufficiently large n the arc 
Pn(y+), when carried forward in time from the (s, a),-plane tothe (s, a),-plane, 
Y > A, will intersect the interior fthe second quadrant of this (s, a),-plane. 
This gives a contradiction si ce y+ consists ofpoints on orbits whose x-plane 
projections do not cross I7, but rather exit o the right from the foliation given 
by Hypothesis 2 for Fig. 2 as time increases ( ee 12, Theorem 1.11). However, 
the interior fthe second quadrant of the (s, a),-plane consists ofpoints with 
x-plane projection to the left of I7 in that figure. 
U’e remark that all examples and counterexamples of [l] hold as before with 
the same hypotheses. 
We also note two corrections: (a)On page 334, line 7 from the bottom, the 
term IO JW, should be replaced byI o JW$*; and (b) line 3on page 347 should 
have “W)(X) is homogeneous of degreej.” 
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